
Year 3 and 4 Home Learning  

Writing Week 10  

Why did the Romans Invade Britain? - Wednesday 

Firstly, you are going to edit your work. If you can, ask an adult 

to help you read the sentences. 

1.Check that you have done the Success Criteria. 

2. Add/change anything you need so you have achieved the success criteria. 

3. Keep your writing in a safe place to write it up into a Roman book. 

Editing Writing 

Success Criteria (tick if you have done it) 

___Write in the past tense (because it happened in the past) 

___Write in third person eg they, he 

___Explain what happened, where, when and why. 

___Use paragraphs – you can split your writing into 4 sections: 

Caesar coming to Britain the first time. 

Caesar returning to attack Britain. 

The third attack. 

Why did they attack? 

 

___Silver/Gold try to use Cause and Effect connectives  

However,  

Due to,  

Because of this,  

As a result 

Whereas 

 

____Use CLs and punctuation appropriately  

Bronze .!?  

Silver .!?(), 

Gold .!?(),use your commas to make complex sentences 

e.g. Caesar, who was a famous Roman Emperor, want to invade England.  

e.g. Unfortunately, things did not go to plan for Caesar. 

 



 

Writing today is about ‘Why did the Romans try to invade 

Scotland?’ You are going to watch a video and make notes to help 

with your writing tomorrow.  

 

1. Please watch the clip below. It is from BBC Bitesize. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zty3cdm (Caledonia is in Scotland) 

2. When you have watched it, watch it again and make notes to 

help you answer the question: 

 

‘Why did the Romans try to invade Scotland?’  

 

3. If you can answer the following questions (make notes), this 

will help you with your writing. 

What do people see/buy when the come to Scotland now? 

What did the Romans want from Scotland 2000 years ago? 

(Slaves – people who are made to work for someone with no pay and 

most would have a very hard and uncomfortable life. They were 

usually the lowest of the low) 

 

What was the main reason for The Romans invading Scotland?  

Why was it a major achievement?  

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zty3cdm

